
LLR as Gravity Theory Laboratory 

Gravity’s Non-linearity (self coupling) --- the beta parameter 
Frontier measurement today and can remain so. 

Universality (composition independence) of Free-fall 
Competitive with lab tests and can remain so. 

dG/dt (and even superior spatial G gradient) constraint 
Frontier measurement today and can remain so. 

Any EP-violating cosmic accelerations? 

Measuring 2PN order gravity theory structure 
M(I), M(G)… M(gamma), M(beta)…… 

LLR data’s need for gravitomagnetic interaction. 

Geodetic precession 
Gravitational Spin-Orbit Force 

Action-reaction equality in gravity 

 Lunar orbit’s solar tidal energy and mass equivalence? 



General Relativity 

Scalar-Tensor Theories 

Hot “Theory” A 

Talked About “Theory” B 

Matter’s (Bodies’) Equation of Motion 

Light’s Equation of Motion 

Real Clock rates 

Spatial lengths……. 

Space-Time coordinates are not fundamental, 
but are intermediate tools and chosen for  
their convenience. 

LLR 
Solar System Ranging to Planets and Probes 

Binary Pulsar timing 

Cosmology 
Galactic Structures and Dynamics 

Neutron Star, Black Hole structures 

Calculate experiments’ observables 
and compare with data.  







Earth’s Mass-Energy consists of nuclear chromodynamic,  
electromagnetic, weak, kinetic, and gravity contributions. 

All of Physics as we know it! 

Gravitational Binding Water Molecule Oxygen Nucleus 
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How do all these forms of energy contribute to 
 Earth’s Inertial Mass and Gravitational Mass? 
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Gravitational Self Energy pulling 
on Gravitational Self Energy 

Compactifying pairs of mass sources into 
two bodies as indicated below leads to: 

2nd Post-Newtonian order Gravity Interactions 









These indicated mass and mass-squared parameters will in general individually  
differ from body inertial mass energies by bodies’ gravitational binding energies. 

These indicated PPN coefficients will in general be renormalized by matter surrounding  
Solar System …                       just as G is renormalized. 



Accelerating sources 





Cosmic EP-violating acceleration field? 
Source?  Dark Matter?  Dark Energy?           72 – 24 – 4 ! 





4 meters 

6 centimeters 

velocity V 

Velocity V+u 

Why is Earth contracted 6 cm. in diameter parallel to its motion?  Because the electrodynamics, 
including magnetic forces, Lorentz contracts the atoms and molecules….. 

Why is Moon’s orbit contracted 4 meters in diameter parallel to its motion?  Because the gravitational 
dynamics , including gravitomagnetic forces, Lorentz contracts the orbit dynamics. 

Orbit Lorentz contraction, perigee, perihelion, geodetic precession+SO, M(G)/M(I)  

moon 

earth sun 



Gravitational Spin-Orbit Force 
A spinning body does not move on same gravitational trajectory as a test body. 

A body’s angular momentum couples to the Newtonian gravitational gradient. 

The orbitting Moon can be viewed as a spinning body. 
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If the gravitational forces between 
Earth’s water and core are not equal 
and opposite, Earth experiences a  

self-acceleration along polar axis, and 
consequently perturbs lunar orbit. 


















